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Participating
Stroke Centers

In effort to enhance the resources provided to our
stakeholders, we have added to our online FSR
stroke center map, current hospital certifying
characteristics. On a quarterly basis, the UM FSR
team reviews national stroke center certifying
websites (Joint Commission, DNV, HFAP) to
confirm hospital certification status. In line with 2019
Florida legislation that states that all stroke centers
should be rationally certified by July 2021, our map
shows 86% of FSR sites are in compliance, while
the remainder are in process. Please click below to
see the map and confirm your hospitals status. If the
information is outdated, please help us keep this
map accurate, and please let us know how we can
make this a better resource.

Click Here to
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Improved FSR Hospital Map

Take a Look
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Florida Stroke Coalitions Featured at the FSR website

As part of the FSR's ongoing efforts to support a successful Florida stroke systems of care, the FSR
encourages stroke health professionals to establish and participate in local stroke coalitions. These
work groups offer a valuable forum for invested local health professionals to discuss and review the
quality of stroke care affecting their specific regions. The map above displays the seven stroke
coalitions currently collaborating with the FSR, and actively utilizing the FSR Regional Dashboards as
a Quality Improvement tool during their meetings. To feature the important work occurring in these
coalitions, the FSR has recently created a section in the FSR website dedicated to the local alliances.
Upon approval of the participating stroke coalition, best practices and other coalition-specific material
will be shared through the interactive online map with FSR secure site account holders.
We welcome your input in helping us identify stroke coalitions within your local areas. Completing the
map with all existing stroke coalitions, will establish another layer in a successful Florida stroke
system of care.
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9th Annual FSR Stakeholder Meeting
We would like to thank all those who have taken
the time to answer our RSVP or Quick Poll
recently sent out via the FSR listserv. Based on
your responses, the majority want to meet inperson! As a result, we continue to plan our
meeting to be held in Orlando in December! For
those who cannot join us, we will archive the
meeting providing our Stakeholders with secured
site accounts, access to video recorded meeting
presentations at your convenience.
Despite our current plans for an in-person
meeting, the actualization of a live meeting
continues to be fluid. We will continue
monitoring the RSVPs and your feedback
regarding availability to attend in person, and will
use this information to decide the final meeting
format.
If you are interested in attending
our meeting, please let us know
the format most convenient for
your participation.

RSVP Here

AGEN D A OVERVIEW

Scan or click the QR code.

Dashboard Utility Survey "another opportunity to provide us feedback"

Some of you may have submitted your responses to the last Dashboard Utility Survey sent out a few
months ago (thank you!). If you did not have a chance to submit your opinions about the FSR
Dashboards at that time, we encourage you to take the survey while it is still active. The survey will
close on December 6th so that we may compile results and review during the annual meeting. Your
suggestions for improvements and/or requests to add metrics will be discussed. While the survey may
be taken anonymously, we hope you will consider adding your name and email at the end of the
survey, especially if you would like to be more involved in the process and in the improvement of FSR
resources made for you. As always, we are grateful for your engagement and interest in the FSR.
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FSR VIRTUAL JOURNAL CLUB
We are proud to have completed our 2nd Virtual Journal Club
with the great presentation by Esmeralda Segura, a secondyear medical student at the University of Miami. Esmeralda
reviewed an article on community-based interventions for
stroke patients released from the hospital. Her presentation
inspired a lively discussion on the latest research related to
Community Health Workers, their role in aiding stroke recovery, and their impact on poststroke outcomes. The topic is timely and pertinent to upcoming FSR projects including the
current Paul Coverdell Acute Stroke Award. If you weren't able to attend this latest journal
club, please feel free to check out the recording.
Please consider joining us for upcoming scheduled FSR Virtual Journal Clubs. Presenters
and topics are listed below. Let's keep learning about and exploring how the latest stroke
updates can be applied to our FSR and our Florida community

NOV 4
Mobile Stroke Units

JAN 20
EVT & Systems of Care

Cinthia Holland

Brijesh P Mehta, M.D.

MPH, RN, CEN, SCRN

Dir, Comprehensive Stroke Prog
Dir, NeuroInterventional Surgery
VC, Memorial Neuroscience Inst.

Stroke Program Coordinator
Baptist Medical Center
Jacksonville

Memorial Healthcare
System

tbd

MAR
ED LOS for ICH
Patients
Benjamin Claussen
BSN,RN,SCRN
RN/Improvement Advisor
Tallahassee Memorial
Healthcare

FSR ANNUAL REPORT
View the FSR Annual Report at the FSR website.

We hope the report will make you proud of our (all
FSR stakeholders included) accomplishments. It is
only because of your collaboration and participation
that the success is possible.

Thank You!

tbd

MAY
Stroke Month
Very Special
Guests!!
hint: AHA
Presidents

